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ABSTPACT
Grease lubricated spiral groove conical bearings were investi-
gated theoretically by the finite element method and experimentally in
several types of instrumented test rigs. A special class of lubricants
developed and tested specifically for application to the spin axis bear-
ings of a 24,000 rpm gyro rotor.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A grooved shaft rotating in a close-fitting sleeve can develop
high pressure when designed as a Viscous pump. The same principle can
be used to design fluid film load supports called spiral groove
bearings. When grease is employed as the lubricant, small bearing
components develop substantial pressures at . low surface velocities making
possible a high film thickness to.power loss ratio. Self-sealing and
dependable boundary lubrication broadens the application potential
of the grease /spiral groove combination.
The object of the present study was to determine by analysis
and testing if grease lubricated spiral groove bearings are suitable
for the spin axis of a gyro such as might be used for an auto pilot
or a platform stabilizing momentum wheel.
Previous investigators (Ref. 1, 6) have analyzed, designed
and tested grease lubricated spiral groove bearings for similar applica-
tions but in general, design information is available for the concentric
clearance case only and no attempt has been made to formulate a slubricant
specifically for the application. In this report, a general analysis is
developed and correlated, analytical and test data are presented and pro-
perties of a class of lubricants euitable for high speed gyro spin axis
bearings are tabulated.
1Y
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2. SUMMARY
Bearings fitted with spiral grooves and lubricated with grease
will develop a full fluid film, provide high load capacity, excellent
tolerance to overload and start-stop rubbing and have the potential for
a long operating life, provided:
® the bearing design is such that the net lubricant flow
out of the clearance space is zero.
the lubricant physical and chemical properties remain
relatively constant over the operating liie.
During the course of this program a numerical implemented
analysis based on the Finite Element method was developed for the general
class of spiral groove bearings lubricated with an isov-.iscous, Newtonian
fluid. A test facility was constructed specifically for the purpose of
validating the analysis and the results of this test program shc.7ed the
analysis to be accurate. The latter tests, performed with an instrumented
ten centimeter diameter ;journal, also provided data on film pressure and
flow pattern history and thus gave an insight for the requirements neces-
sary to insure a successful bearing design.
?	 A dead-ended bearing with a spiral groove conical journal was
:J
	
	 analyzed and general parametric data was generated. In addition, optimi-
zation and manufacturing tolerance data such as the influence of cone axis
misalignment is also presented.
Experiments were conducted with air turbine and motor driven
-=
	
	 rotors supported by conical bearings with a base diameter of 3 mm. These
tests with rotors of angular momentum. about 3 x 10 6 g cm2/see indicated
the feasibility of employing spiral groove bearings in small gyros or
large momentum wheels provided the bearings meet the two requirements
listed above.
.2--1
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With the aid of the Air Force Materials Laboratory and Philips
Research of the Netherlands, a parallel program was completed in which
greases demonstrating shear stability and having predictable and repro-
ducible properties were developed and tested. The properties of the
base fluid, thickener and grease formulation are presented and the results
of viscosity and vapor pressure measurements are also given. At the
high shear rates of the present application these tests showed the lubri-
cants to be very slightly pseudo-plastic and therefore treatable as
Newtonian fluids. About 40 of the lubricants were evaluated in a 24,000
rpm spin axis bearing application and ranked with respect to maximizing
the ratio of film thickness to power loss. The ranking indicated the
existence of optimum constituent and formulation properties for each class
of grease.
The thn.oretical and experimental results obtained from this
program for the development of a spiral groove grease lubricated gyro
bearing system indicate additional study, concentrating on the entrance
region of the bearing, is needed and that the effort is warranted by virtue
of the net advantages of this type of bearing system.
}
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3. BEARING ANALYTICAL STUDIES
Two types of analyses were employed in treating dead-ended coni-
cal spiral groove bearings. Both were concerned with obtaining steady-
state characteristics only. The first was an approximate analysis (Ref. 1)
used during the feasibility study. The second was an exact solution using
numerical methods (Ref. 2). The approximate analysis assumed a linear
pressure distribution, required a uniform film thickness, assumed an in-
finite number of grooves and did not satisfy the boundary condition of
constant pressure at the film entrance. Nevertheless, for the case of
constant film thickness, the results of the approximate analysis showed
good agreement with the exact analysis because 1), the pressure distribu-
tion was essentially linear, 2) a finite number of grooves (as few as 7)
did not substanti:Aly reduce the load capacity and 3) deviations from
the constant boundary pressure in the approximate analyses were small.
The approximate solution had the advantage of requiring little
computational time and was therefore ideal for sizing the bearing during
the feasibility study as well as for . determining the influence of geometric
characteristics such as groove angle and groove depth on bearing perform-
ance characteristics. The exact analysis was contrived to eliminate the
deficiencies of the approximate analysis. This analysis solved the
appropriate fluid film equation with the proper boundary conditions. It
was not restricted to an infinite number of grooves nor a uniform film
thickness. Thus, radial load capacity, radial stiffness and the relation
between radial displacement and the bearing.geometric parameters could be
determined, and the majority of the design data presented here is based on
this analysis.
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3.1 Approximate Analysis
3.1.1 General Comments
The approximate analysis was based on the parallel groove pattern
and pressure profile shown on Figures 3-1 and 3-2. Note that Figure 3--2
implies that a boundary condition of constant pressure at the groove ter-
mination can not be satisfied without the addition of "correction" terms
to the basic mathematical formulation.
A comparison with the exact analysis (described in Section 3.3)
can be found in Appendix A. The comparison sbowed good agreement for load
capacity and fair agreement for friction power loss.
3.1.2 Mathematical Basis
For an element of a dead--ended conical bearing (no transverse
flow), the pressure rise Ap and the magnitude of the friction force {FJ
are given by (Ref . 1)
Apho2 hot
6nU d	 2 gl(H9Y'^)	 (3.1)h2
and
JFJ h
	
h
nU d a 	 h o g2 (H >Y, a )	 (3.2)
I	 2
where
g (H,Y,a) =	
H2 cots ( 1 - H)(l - H3)
1	
(1 + yH3)(Y + H3) + H3 cotta (l + y)2
g,) (H,y,a) = Y A- H + g, (h,Y,a)
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al , a2 = groove width, land width
h?	 SH -	 _
-hl-1+S
S = h2/ho
Y
- a2/al
U = velocity of bearing surface
n = dynamic viscosity
a = angle between direction of Ul
d = width of the basic element
The width of the basic element for the
on Figure 3-3 is
d = dyCos t
where dy is a differential element.
The surface velocity is
U = (r2 - y tan t) w
where w is the angular velocity.
The pressure rise is
(p
 - pa) h2oho 2 g1
6nw	 -h	 cos tr2y2	 -
The dimensionless thrust load WT
 and f
given by
	
2	 2
	
W =
wt h o 	 {ho	
C (Cos
tant
T	 6nw	 h2gl1
	
t
where
Cl = r [J_ - ! tan t)
2	 2
C 2 =1 -91
 tent
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and the groove tangent
conical geometry shown
i,
f
(3.3)
r
(3.4)
S
22 tan t) (3.5)
riction moment M are
Cl + C2) (3.6) E	 ,
xi
0
= 4.165 mm
^.g=2.388mm
Number of grooves = 7
Land to groove width ratio = 1
Groove depth = 0.025 MM
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and	 2
_ 
ml0	
Lh—°
nw 
x,24	 h2
+ 
^Q ^ 2r2
g2 (r 
z ) cost (1+y) l - 2 Q tan t
3
tang t - L ( ) tan 3 t	 ( 3.7)
2
The dimensional load and friction moment are designated by wt and m
respectively.
3.1.3 Results of Approxi mate Analysis
Although the approximate analysis was used extensively in the
initial feasibility study, the results presented here cover only varia-
tions in those parameters not treated by the exact analysis. other results
using the approximate analysis may be found in Ref. 3.
Variation In Land To Groove Ratio (y)
Figure 3-4 shows the relation between the axial load and friction
moment for a fully grooved conical bearing. The insert on this figure
shows the fall-off in friction moment as y is reduced holding the load
constant. Figure 3-5 shows the sensitivity of the axial load and stiff-
ness to y for constant concentric clearance. Between y = 0.0 and 1.2,
the variation of both l oad and stiffness is negligible. Thus, grooves
of constant width, cut by ; ,ne pass of a single point tool or grinding
wheel can sometimes be empl)yed with little dev'ation from optimum per-
formance.
Variation In Length To Radius Ratio (L/r 2 )	 1
Figures 3-6 and 3-7 show the change in axial load and friction
moment with L/r2 . Note that although the pressure rise increases linearly=
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3.2 Exact Analysis
3.2. 1 General Comments
The term "exact analysis" was applied to the numerical procedure
called the Finite Element method which was used to obtain general steady,
state performance characteristics of the spiral groove bearing.
The exact analysis was formulated to treat the case of a conical
bearing with a finite number of grooves and non-uniform film thickness.
A non-uniform film thickness analysis was necessary for computing radial
load capacity and stiffness because design data for this purpose was not
available in current literature. General parametric data for the spiral
groove conical bearing was also not available.
The data obtained by the exact analysis and presented below
covers variations in the cone angle, groove angle, concentric land clear-
ance and radial eccentricity ratio. Axial and radial load capacity and
stiffness, friction moment and optimizations of load and stiffness with
respect to power loss are plotted.
3.2.2 Mathematical Basis
It has been shown (Ref. 2) that the general incompressible
problem of determining the relation between pressure and clearance is
equivalent to the problem of minimizing the functional ^{p) given by
(
3
- 12 n op. 	 Op + hU dp - 2 ' ) dA
fR
	(3.8)
+ 2	 qpds
fc
where q is the normal flow prescribed across the boundary segment C 2
 of
the region R and
00
0
a
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The procedure for minimizing the functional and computing the
unknown pressure field was called the Finite Element Method and consisted
of the following steps:
The grooved conical bearing surface was developed onto a plane,
and was divided into quadrilateral areas called finite elements.
Each element was formed by straight lines connecting the nodes
placed at the intersection of circular arcs and logrithmic
spiral lines.
During computation, each quadrilateral was further subdivided
into four triangular elements.
Within each triangle the pressure distribution was assumed to
be of the form
3
p i(x, y) _ E f  (x, Y) Pk
k=1 
(3.9)
where Pk denoted pressures at the nodes of the ith element and
the functiions fk
 were expressed explicitly in terms of the
nodal coordinates of the developed surface.
Substitution of 3.9 into 3.8 yielded an expression for the
functional 6{p} in terms of the nodal pressures.
A system of linear algebraic equations for the unknown nodal
pressures was obtained by using the equation
S 4){p}=Q
where 6 (D{p} denotes the first variation of O{pj.
a The boundary conditions were taken as
p = pa at r = r2
 (Figure 3-3)
p = p  (unknown)
at r = r1
net flow = Q
The system of equations was solved by Gaussian elimination for
the unknown nodal pressures.
® Referring to Figure 3-w3, the net film force components acting
F-C2028
N
Fx - E
i=1 JA.
N
F _ E
i= l A.
3.
- pi cos t cos 8 dA
- pi cos t sin 8 dA
(3.10)
N f
F = Z	 pi sin t dA + Tr r12 Pe
Y	 i=1 A.i
where the integration was taken over the area of the ith
element and the results summed for the N elements that composed
the complete pressure field. The second term in the expression
for F  accounts for the force acting on the truncated end of
the cone due to the "boundary" pressure Pe-
a The friction moment M was computed as
N
M = - m sing t E hx2 + y2) dAi =l
(3.11)
_ sin t h	 '^2 + x 22 dA
2	 y ax	 Dy
Appendix B gives more detail on the application of the finite
element method to spiral groove conical bearings.
3.2.3 Results of Exact Analysis
The results of the exact analysis are presented both in tabular
form and in graphs. The performance data of all cases that have been in-
vestigated are given in Table 3-1. The influences of various parameters
on the bearing performance are shown in Figure 3-8 thru Figure 3-33.
Optimum curves of load, friction moment and stiffness obtained through
manipulation of the basic data are presented in Figure 3-34 thru Figure 3-40.
0 1
,y
a - 30°
WT M E	 ^
12.4 31.5
9.06 17.3
6.47 12.1
3..23 7051
1.67 5.41 }	 .
.703 3.83
a = 10°
	
a = 20°
WT M
wT M
0.1 39.8 31.4 20.0 $10-6
0.2 20.6 16.5 13.8 17.2
0.3 9.81 11.1 8.97 11.9
0.5 2.78 6.76 3.71 7.23
0.7 1.07 4.96 1.69 6.91
1.0 .361 3.60 . 639 3.71
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TABLE 3-1
COMPUTED PARAMETRIC PERFORMANCE DATA
y = 1,t/r2 =1.75, Ng=7
t = 10°	 E r = 0	 9, g/r2 = 1.02
a=10 ° a=20° a=30°
WT M WT M WT M
0.1 53.4 52.1 26.5 52.2 16.5 52.2
0.2 28.3 27.1 18.3 28.0 12.0 28.2
0.3 13.7 18.2 11.9 19.2 8.59 19.5
0.5 3.94 11.0 4.91 11.6 4.28 12.0
0.7 1.52 8.04 2.23 8.37 2.21 8.64
1.0 .513 5.80 .841 5.94 .927 6.09
	
- 15°	
Er = 0	 Qg/r2 = 1
	a = 100
	a = 150	 a=20°	 a = 30°
6	 WT	 M	 WT	 M
	
WT	 M
	
WT	 M
0.1 46.5 40.3 31.5 40.4
0.2 24.3 21.1 20.1 21.6
0.3 11.7 14.1 11.8 14.7
0.5 3.35 8.60 4.15 8.89
0.7 1.29 6.29 1.74 6.43
1.0 .435 4.55 .619 4.61
23.1 40.4
15.9 21.9
10.4 15.0
4.28 9.13
1.94 6.57
.733 4.68
14.3 40.4
10.5 22.0
7.47 15.3
3.72 9.46
1.92 6.42
.808 4.81
t = 20°	 E:
r 
= 0
	 29/r2 = .973
i r
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TABLE 3-1 (CONT. )
COMPUTED PARAMETRIC PERFORMANCE DATA
y = 1, t/r2 = 1.75, Ng = 7
t = 10 0 , a = 10°	 Qg/r2 = 1.02
S	 C r WT WR M
0.3	 .25 12.9 2.73 72.2 18.7
.50 10.8 6.26 75.4 20.9
0.5	 .25 3.66 1.49 72.7 11.4
.50 3.01 3.31 74.8 12.9
t = 20°, a = 10° Q g/r2 = 0.973
t = 10°, a = 30 0 	
9
/r2 = 1.02
&	 s r WT WR M
0.3	 .25 8.12 3.04 68.4 20.1
.50 7.02 6.96 71.3 22.4
0.5	 .25 3.98 1.86 64.0 12.5
.50 3.30 4.11 65.7 14.0
t = 20°, a = 30° 29/r2 = 0.973
^.r
S	 E WT WR M 6	 E WT WR 0 M
0.3
	
.25 9.29 1.66 74.4 11.4 0.3	 2.5 6.25 2.03 69.2 12.5
.50 8.04 3.77 77.6 12.6 .50 5.70 4.54 72.0 13.8
0.5	 .25 2.64 .877 73.3 6.99 0.5	 .25 3.09 1.22 64.3 7.77
.50 2.31 1.93 76.1 7.83 .50 2,75 2.64 66.3 8.71
t= 15°, a = 10 0
	Qg/r2 = 1 t= 150 , a = 15 0	 kg/r2 = 1
^t
6 E r WT WR M S
0.1 .25 45.03 11.52 87.8 41.5 0.1
.50 43.21 28.88 88.4 46.2
0.3 .25 11.1 1.88 71.7 14.5 0.3
.40 10.2 3.12 73.2 15.3
050 9.51 4.06 74.5 16.1
0.5 .25 3.16 1.05 72.0 8.89 0.5
.50 2.70 2.22 72.3 9.95
0.7 .25 1.22 0.75 75.9 6.52 0.7
.50 1,07 1.65 77.4 7.38
cr W T WR
M
.25 31,1 11.2 88.3 41.7
.50 30.2 27.3 88.3 46.4
,25 11.2 2.39 69.5 15.1
.40 10.3 4.02 71.0 15,9
.50 9.65 5.34 71.9 16,7
.25 3.89 1.40 67.9 9.20
.50 3.30 3.01 70.2 10.3
.25 1.64 .923 71,2 6968
.50 1.41 1.98 72.3 7.58
F
Legend:
y = land to groove width ratio
k = axial length of cone
r2 = base radius of cone
Ng = no. of grooves
t	 half cone angle
a = groove angle
S = concentric land clearance to
groove depth ratio
wt oh 2
WT =
1wr4
r4
2
3--x.5
M FRAmm iNsm= RESEARCH Lmomoms
st = 15° 9 a = 20 0 Qg/r2 = 1
S
Er
WT
w
M
0.1 .25 22.73 12.00 87.6 41.7
.50 21.95 30.23 88.1 46.4
0.3 .25 9.85 2.56 68.4 15.5
.50 8.63 5.73 71.4 17.2
0.5 .25 4.03 1.52 65.5 9.45
.50 3.44 3.27 67.3 10.6
0.7 .25 1.83 1.00 68.3 6.8
.50 1.57 2.18 69.4 7.8
t = 10% a = 20 0 	z9/r2 = 1.02
s E r WT
w
M
0.1 .25 26.04 11,95 87.2 53.85
.50 24.89 35.81 87.8 60.03
0.3 .25 11.2 3.22 67.7 19.8
.50 9.52 7.27 70.8 22.0
0.5 .25 4.56 1.88 65.1 12.05
.50 3.74 4.14 67.2 13.6
0.7 .25 2.07 1.22 68.2 8.7
.50 1.71 2.69 68.9 9.9
	t = 15 0 9 	a = 18 0 Qg/r2 = 1
	
S Er	 WT w 	 E	 M
0.5 .25 4.02 1.50 66.4 9.36
e  = radial eccentricity
9  = axial length of groovedsection of cone
0 = attitude angle, deg.
wt = thrust load, N
ho = groove depth, m
w = speed, rad/sec
isj,
^r
,,
t
itf lj	 Ef 	 ^ 
i
17
i	
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f:
t=15°, a=30° 2,9/r2 =1
S E r WT
w
M
0.1 .25 14.09 12.34 87.4 41.7
.50 13.61 31.29 87.9 46.5
0.3 .25 7.14 2.52 69.0 15.8
.50 6.36 5.73 71.7 17.5
0.5 .25 3.52 1.53 64.2 9.8
.50 3.03 3.35 66.1 11.0
0.7 .25 1.81 1.02 66.0 7.1
.50 1.57 2.25 66.7 8.1
t - 20 ° , a = 20 0 Qq/r2 = 0.973
6 E r WT
w 
0 M
0.1 .25 19.78 9.98 88.0 32.5
.50 19.26 24.38 88.4 36.2
0.3 .25 8.62 2.02 69.0 12.2
.50 7.71 4.50 72.0 13.5
0.5 .25 3.53 1.19 65.7 7.48
.50 3.09 2.56 68.3 8.38
0.7 .25 1.61 0.79 68.4 5.4
.50 1.43 1.70 69.7 6.1
t - 15° 3 a - 25° Qq/r2 = 1
s E W W M
r	 T	 R	 r
0.5 .25 3.84 1.54 64.3 9.66	 !;
f
m h
M --	
°4
	
r
Tjw r2
w h 2
r o
WR	
4w
n  r2:
Ti = viscosity, N sec/m2 01
m = friction moment, N m
TABLE 3-1 (CONT,)
COMPUTED PARAMETRIC PERFORMANCE DATA
y = 1, z/r2 = 1.75, Ng = 7
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Deviations From Idealized Geometry
77 Groove depth - Figure 3-8 gives the axial load and friction
L
moment coefficients (WT and M) for 3 cases in which the groove depth
was allowed to vary linearly along its length.
	 The highest load coef-
ficient was obtained with a uniform groove depth.
	 A decreasing groove
depth (as shown in Case b) decreases the load coefficient by 1% and
increases the friction moment coefficient by 4%.
	
An increasing groove
depth (as shown in Case c) decreases the load coefficient by 11% and
decreases the fraction moment coefficient by 1%.
Figure 3-8 shows it is desirable to dimension the groove
so that a deviation from uniform depth results in a decrease in
groove depth in the direction of pumping.
Groove cross section - Figure 3-9 shows the highest load and
lowest friction power loss were obtained with a square cross-sectioned
groove. Case d indicated small deviations in the squareness of the
groove side walls with the bottom had little influence on the load
capacity. Thus, side wall tolerances for manufacturing the groove need
not be too stringent.
Mismatched cone angles - The effect of small variations in
cone angle between matching components on the bearing performance is
illustrated in Figure 3-10 through Figure 3-12. Two combinations of
male and female cones were investigated. Case b represents the combina-
tion in which the cone angle of the female is smaller than that of the
male and Case c the opposite. The deviations from perfectly matched
cones (Case a) in both cases is about 13%.
Figure 3-10 through Figure 3-12 show that the value of axial
load and stiffness coefficents for (b) nearly double that of (a) while
friction moment coefficient is increased only by 33%:. On the other
band, the axial load and stiffness coefficients for (c)-are redtced by
WT = 5.40
LA	 h2	 -TL2 0.5	 112 0.5	
ND	
— = 0.5-0- h2M = 7.50ho	 ho,	 CLEARANCE ho 7
'GROOVE	 0:
1/7=F
S
PLANE OF	 DISTANCE ALONG GROOVE	 PLANE OF
--i-PUMPING DIRECTION	 TRUNCATED
(END	
)
Case a Uniform Groove Depth
WT = 5.55
M =7.77
I	 h2
	L?-	
I	
h2
r
-T	 = 0.5	
=
	
0	 h o	 h o
Case A Decreasing Groove Depth
WT = 4.80
M = 7.4 2h 
2	 h 2	 14.4-	 o 0.5	 0.5
Qh 0
77' 177-
I
i 	 4
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50% and the friction moment coefficient for (c) is lowered by 20% as
L	 compared to (a). Thus, these plots indicate that if mismatch is to be
tolerated it is preferrabl.e to have the combination (b).
Misaligned cone axes - The effect of misalignment was investi-
gated by considering the case in which the bearing axis is rotated with
respect to the rotor axis in such a manner that the film thickness at
both ends of the truncated cone is changed by 10% from the concentric
case. The result shows that the axial load and friction moment coef-
ficient differ from the concentric case only by 0.2%. Thus, to the
degree of accuracy of the plots they can not be distinguished from case
(a) in Figure 3-10 and Figure 3-12.
Influence of Geometric Parameters
Surface grooving - Figure 3-13 shows that the maximum load
capacity and minimum power loss were attained for a fully grooved bearing 	
id
(i.e., Ag = Q). An experimental comparison showed a vibratory condition 	
i
existed for the fully grooved bearing that was not present for the
partially grooved bearing. Therefore, the degree of surface grooving
employed should be determined from dynamical as well as static considera-
tion. All subsequent steady-state performance data was based on Qg/r2 	 Li
of about 1.	 u
Gone angle - Figure 3-14 illustrates the effect of the half
cone angle (t) on the axial load coefficient. It can be seen that WT
decreases monotonically as t increases. This trend is typical for the
radial load and friction moment coefficient as well.
Groove angle (a) - Figure 3-15 shows that the axial load coef-
ficient can be maximized by varying a and the optimum groove angle in-
creases with increasing S. The radial-load coefficient can also be max-
imized by varying a as shown in Figure 3w16. However, the value of
optimum a is not critical in this.case since W  changes very little
from its maximum value for a wide range of groove angles. Figure 3-17
indicates that the friction moment coefficient is insensitive ` to varia-
tions in the groove angle.
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Concentric land clearance (h 2 ) - The variations in radial load
coefficient with 6 are presented in Figure 3-18 through Figure 3-23 for
several combinations of t and a. Each plot contains curves for two
eccentricity ratios (e = 0.25 and 0.5). Since the ordinate and abscissa
r
both contain h o , the curves of this section essentially reflect the in-
fluence of h 2 . Figure 3-18 through-3-22 3 show that W  increases rapidly
as S decreases and the change in W  with e  is approximately linear.
Figure 3-24 through Figure 3-26 show the variation in radial
stiffness coefficient with S. It should be noted that the radial stiff-
ness is defined as
d w
	
__	 r
k 	 d e
where a is the eccentricity. Thus, the radial stiffness coefficient is
given by
d WR (cos t)
	
R = d E
	 Sr
d W
The quantity d C  is computed from plots of W R vs. er by the central
difference method .
Values of att:eude angle (^ ) for the case t = 15° and a = 15°
are shown in Figure 3-27. The insert in this figure shows the definition
of the attitude angle. Note that attitude angles are fairly high for
all values of d.
Figure 3-28 shows the variation of axial load coefficients
(WT) with 6 for several groove angles with t = 15° and e  = 0. Figure
3--29 shows the variation of WT
 with $ for several values of E r with t
and a held constant. Note that curves for constant a cross each other
while curves for constant E r
 are nearly parallel. This is typical for
all cases investigated.
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The axial stiffness is defined by
d wt
ka d y
where y is the axial coordinates (Figure 3-3). Since
h2
qy =
sin t
the axial stiffness can be written as
d w
ka = d ht (sin t)
2
Thus, the axial stiffness coefficient becomes
ka h3o	 d WTKA 	 4=d6 (sin t)
^ w rz
d W
The derivative dST are computed from plots of WT vs. 6 such as Figures
3-28 and 3-29 using the central differencF method. The resulting stiff-
ness coefficients are plotted in Figure "-30 and 3--31. It is interesting
to note that although small cone angles possess higher axial loads as
shown in Figure 3-14, the opposite is true with regard to axial stiff--
nesses (Figure 3-31). This is because in computing the stiffness, the
d W
derivative ST is multiplied by sin t which decreases with lower values
of to
Figure 3-32 and 3-33 illustrate the variation of the friction
moment coefficient for t = 15°. Plots of M for other cone angles are
similar to those presented.
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'thus, these plots can be used to illustrate the influence of groove
depth on axial load capacity with h 2 held constant. Figure 3--34 shows
that the optimum groove depth decreases as a increases. Figure 3-35
indicates that the optimum groove depth is insensitive to changes in
E .
r
Friction moment to axial load ratio - Figure 3-36 shows that
a minimum in friction moment to axial load ratio can be found by varying
groove depth while holding h2 constant.
Axial stiffness to friction moment ratio - Values of axial
stiffness to friction moment ratio are plotted in Figure 3-37 and 3-38.
The maximum values shown in Figure 3-38 are plotted in Figure 3-39. It
is interesting to note that the optimum S in all cases is about 0.2.
Stiffness ratio - Figure 3-40 shows that the ratio of radial
to axial stiffness is always above 1. However, the radial stiffness
coefficient decreases with increasing cone angle (Figure 3-25 and
Figure 3-26) while the opposite is true for the axial stiffness coef-
ficient (Figure 3-31) and a reduction in the stiffness ratio can be
achieved by increasing the cone angle.
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4. BEARING EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
4.1 Typif7al Test Rotor Specifications
All rotors, e.tcept the retrofitted LEV--3 gyros, had the
following specifications:
e weight = 2.81 Newtons
e speed = 24,000 rpm
e available motor power = 8 watts
e angular momentum 2.6x106 g cm2/see
e slew rate = 1 radian per second
e maximum design load = 6 g
e working life = 2 years
o number of start-stops= 1000
The retrofitted LEV-3 had a weight of 5.4 Newtons and an angular
momentum of 9.2x10 6 g cm2/sec.
4.2 Machining Spiral Grooves on a Conical Surface
To provide a groove geometry that closely approached the
idealized analytical model, a machining rather than etching process was
adapted. Compared to etching, machining provided sharp groove edges and
a relatively constant groove depth. Although etching is considered an
acceptable process for producing grooves, good control of the groove
features was desirable during experimental evaluation.
Figure 4-1 shows a Bridgeport milling machine with a Precise
grinding spindle clamped to the rear-end of the ram. The grinding
spindle was positioned over the table and fitted with a chuck to hold
an end-mill. The cutting speed was controlled by the Variac shown on the
right hand side of the milling table. For a 4.76 mm base diameter cone
with 7 grooves, the end-mill was ground to a 0.178 mm cutting width and
rotated at 35,000 rpm.
'	
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Figure 4-1. Milli ng Machine Set-up Us ed to Cut Spiral Grooves on a
Con4 cal Surface
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The journal to be grooved was mounted in a tilted universal
dividing head with the end-mill cutting plane tangent to the conical
surface and parallel to the table.
The crank handle on the dividing head indexed the cone, thus
determining the number of grooves. With the index plate locking pin
removed, rotation of the crank handle caused the cone to turn about its
axis and the milling tabl'a to translate. The gear arrangement (left
foreground, Fig. 4-1) used to couple the dividing head to the table Lead
screw determined the advance of the spiral groove per rotation of the
cone. Since the lead of the cutter was constant, the groove angle a
varied along the cone axis with the largest a located at the end of the
cone near the apex.
For the cone angles and groove lengths used in the experimental
studies, the analysis showed that data based on a logarithmic spiral with
the average groove angle and land to groove width ratio, would be
suitable for experimental comparison.
Figure 4-2 shows a typical grooved conical journal cut by the
milling method.
4.3	 Description of Test Arrangements
Four test rags of different designs were employed. 	 There were
`i
the
•	 belt driven single bearing rig.
.i
:f
•	 air driven gyro simulator dynamometer.
•	 air driven grease development rig.
=t
•	 motor driven converted LEV-3 gryo rig.
4.3.1	 Belt Driven Single Searing Rig
i
The single bearing rig was used to evaluate the method of
machining spirals on a conical surface, to screen grease lubricants and
to provide data for checking the approximate analysis.
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Figure 4--3 shows a sketch of the single bearing rig. Its basic
components are a belt driven rotor, a load piston and a torque disc. The
test journal is threaded into the rotor and drawn tight in a taper. The
test bearing is fixed to the torque disc which is supported on a hydro-
static air bearing and bearing friction torque is computed from the moment
required to restrain the torque disc from rotating. Axial load is applied
to the test bearing by an air-actuated piston. Bearing speed (up to
10,000 rpm) is fixed by the motor-spindle pulley ratio.
Figure 4-4 shows a photograph of the test stand. This
relatively simple set-up was used in the initial testing of the conical
bearing and was particularly useful in obtaining axial load and friction
data. Figure 4-4 shows the test bearing with a grease fitting on the
left and three thermocouples wires on the right. The thermocouples are
monitored by a continuous, multi-channel temperature recorder and the
friction torque, by a strip chart recorder. Two of the thermocouples
are imbedded in the skin of the bearing and a third is located in the
lubricant cavity below the truncated end of the cone.
4.3.2 Air Driven Gyro Simulator Dynamometer
The gyro simulator was used to determine the power requirements 	 E
and dynamics of a rotor supported by grease lubricated spiral groove
bearings.
Figure 4--5 shows a sketch of the test rig. Its basic components
are a test rotor, conical test bearings, a dynamometer rotor and an
outside housing. The test rotor is driven by two air nozzles. The test t
bearing friction moment is transmitted to the dynamometer rotor which
is floated on a hydrostatic gas film.
Friction torque is computed from the moment required to restrain
the dynamometer rotor. Loads are applied to the test rotor through gas
bearing films and dynamic motions and deflections are measured by non-
contacting probes.
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The rotor axis may be positioned at any angle between vertical
and horizontal. Dead weight determines vertical loads; horizontal load
and torque are measured by strain gage transducers. Rotor speed is set
by turbine nozzle pressure and measured by a photoelectric indicator.
The simulated gyro rotor, with a disc diameter of about 2
inches is shown in Figure 4-6 near the center of the test stand base plate.
To the left and right of the rotor in Figure 4-6 are the two sections
of the cylindrical dynamometer body. The left bearing, (female cone)
together with two orthogonal probe mounting slots, is visible at the
center of the dynamometer section located to the left of the rotor.
The milled "cross" in this piece provides access to the wheel
for the radial load piston, the c=irbine nozzles and the speed counter.
One of the bearings is visible in the right fore front of the test
stand bed plate. To accommodate axial loadings, this component is
machined to slide in the dynamometer cap. A dowel hole in the bearing
flange and a pin through the cap prevents rotation with respect to the
dynamometer body.
Clamped to an angle plate and mounted on the test stand
column is the dynamometer housing. One of the segmented air lubricated
thrust bearings can be seen at the inside rear of this cylindrical
housing. The other thrust bearing is in front of the test stand. The
ports in the dynamometer housing are provided for the radial load cell.,
the turbine nozzle and the speed indicator. The interior cylindrical
surfaces on either side of the ports are the journal bearing areas for
the dynamometer body. The threaded piece to the left-front of the
test stand in Figure 4-4 is one of the gas manifold covers.
Figure 4-7 shows the assembly with some of the instrumentation
attached. To the outside of the left manifold cover can be seen the
reap: of the torque arm assembly. Connected to the base of the torque
arm, and behind the right angle mounting bracket is a strain gage
transducer used for test bearing friction read-out.
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Figure 4-7. Gyro Simulator Test Rig Assembled
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The radial load is applied by the weight sitting on the plat-
form at the top left of Figure 4-7. The platform threads into the end
of a load pa.ston with a gas bearing load face which bears against the
rotor disc.
Axial load is applied through the assembly that protrudes to
the right of the angle bracket in Figure 4-7. This assembly consists of
a strain gage transducer, a load range scaling adapter and a guide
tube that bolts to the dynamometer housing. Inside the guide tube is
a hollow piston whose air bearing face transmits an axial force to the
test bearing. Turning a differential screw results in a small motion of
the axial load piston towards the grease bearing and the imposed force
on the bearing is measured by the transducer.
When the test stand angle bracket is rotated so the spin axis
is vertical, the dead weight platform and the force transducer assembly
are removed and interchanged.
4.3.3 Air Driven Grease Development Rig
The grease development rig was used to evaluate lubricants that
were being considered for use with gyro spin axis bearings. In addition
to lubricant property tests, it was considered necessary to test the
lubricant in a typical gyro bearing because of the nature of the spiral
groove geometry, the high surface speed and the requirement for low
friction power loss. The test consisted of measuring load, film
thickness, speed, friction torque and coast-down time for each grease.
Figure 4--8 shows a sketch of the grease development rig. Its
basic components are an air driven rotor fitted with spiral groove
conical journals, a bearing fixed to ground, a bearing floated in porous,
gas lubricated journal bearings, a dead weight load platform fixed to
the floated bearing and restrained from rotation by a torque arm, a
capacitance probe used for computing film thickness and a photc-If-Actric
speed counter.
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Figure 4-9 shows a photograph of the test stand where the
rotor is shrouded by a nozzle ring drive. The force transducer, shown
mounted at the top center of the stand, is coupled to the lever assembly
and connected to the torque arm of the load platform by a thin wire that
is not discernable in the photograph.
4.3.4 Motor Driven Retrofitted LEV-3 Gyro Rig
The motor driven gyro rig was constructed from an LEV--3 Mod.. II
Auto-Pilot Assembly. Only the motor and wheel were retained. The
original ball bearing shaft was shortened and bored. A hardened steel
shaft with grooved conical ends was pressed into the bore and the rotor
was belanced to within 5x10 -3 g cm.
A split rotor housing was machined to accommodate assembly of
tha wheel and motor stator. The bearings (female cones) were machined
into cylinders and located in line-bored bosses in the rotor housing.
All critical dimensions were held to within 10 -3 mm.
Figure 4-10 shows the rotor with one of its spiral grooved
conical journals in the center of the photograph. To the left, is half
of the split housing containing two capacitance probe c, and one of the
bearings. To the right, is the other half of the housing and the base
plate. Two capacitance probes and the stator are attached to the motor
end of the housing. A third probe, for monitoring wheel axial motion
(not shown) is also located at the motor end.
Figure 4-11 shows the arrangement used in the gyro bearing
tests. The five capacitance probes and motor current are monitored by
oscilloscopes, the rotor speed with the photoelectric counter shown to
the right of the test stand and the vibration level by an accelerometer
fixed to the test stand the angle bracket. The rotor is enclosed by
transparent covers bolted to the sides of the split rotor housing and
the assembly can be operated with the spin axis vertical or horizontal.
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Two of these test rigs were built for the purpose of testing
start-stop characteristics, power requirements and rotor dynamics.
4.4 Comparison Between Theory and Experiment
Figure 4-12 shows good agreement between data from the Gyro
Simulator Rig (Section 4.3.2) and the approximate analysis for load vs.
concentric clearance. Under the circumstances of the test comparison,
Appendix B shows that good agreement between the approximate and exact
analyses can also be expected.
Figure 4-13 shows a comparison between test data from the
Single Bearing Rig and the approximate analysis for Load vs. friction
moment. In this case, the grooved journal was relatively long and the
groove angle a varied from 18.8° at the base of the cone to 29.6 0 at the
nose of the cone. Figure 4-13 indicates two features of the bearing's
character. First, the load to friction moment ratio decreases for higher
loads. Second, when the a and y at the end of the cone are used in the
analysis, the agreement with experiment is best indicating the geometry
at the high pressure zone is more influential in determining performance
characteristics than is the geometry at the low pressure zone.
Special experimental tests are currently being conducted to
provide an accurate check for the the exact analysis. Essentially, the
experiments consist of fixing the clearance between a stationary grooved
journal and a rotating bearing and measuring the film pressure and tem-
perature at discrete points in both the lands and grooves.
4.5 Time History of Bearing Start-Up
The air driven grease development rig was used to study the
sequence of events that took place when torque was applied about the spin
axis of a rotor supported on spiral groove grease lubricated conical
bearings. The grooved conical journals had the following specifications:
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Base diameter of cone = 4.76 mm.
	
^°	 Half cone angle, t W 15°
	71-	 Number of grooves = 7
Groove depth, ho = 0.025 mm
Axial length of cone, = 4.165 mm
Axial length of grooved section, R = 2.388 mm
g
Land to groove width ratio = 1
	
'	 Groove angle, a = 15°
Surface area = 49.3 x 10-6m2
The grease lubricant was designated MCC--68-11 and its specifica-
tions are given in Section 5.
Figure 4-14 shows a typical friction moment history during
start-up of a grease Jubr.icated spiral groove bearing.
	 Various stages
of the start-up sequence can be identified and these are discussed
below.
}}
f
Depending on past loading or storage conditions, the lubricant
film thickness on the bearing surface has been measured to be as small
as 0.1 microns.	 Consequently, at least one of the rotor bearings often
begins operation with boundary lubrication.	 The existence of a grease
layer sufficient for boundary lubrication is essentially assurred since
tests have shown that all the grease studied adheared tenaciously to the
bearing surface and could not be removed except by deliberate cleaning.
.Break-away on the boundary lubricant required only the
application of a certain torque; rotor acceleration required 	 grease
to be forced into the clearance space.by the pumping action of the spiral
grooves.	 If the quantity of grease available at the groove entrance was
very small, the rotor motion under the application of spin torque was
sporadic.	 If the quantity of grease available to the groove entrance was
insufficient to establish a full film over the entire bearing surface,
some of the grease adhered to the rear surfaces of the bearing and the
remainder was pumped to the front of the bearing. 	 Thus, for a given load,
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the equilibrium film thickness corresponded to a bearing with a smaller
surface area than the total surface area of the actual cone. These
conditions led to a higher power loss, a reduction in film damping and
and increased susceptability to rotor instability.
In addition to the possibility of a lack of lubricant available
for establishing a full fluid film, another occasional problem, con-
cerned with gas entrainment, was observed to exist at start-up. Gas en-
trainment usually manifested itself by an abnormally large film thickness
that decreased with time to an abnormally small film thickness. This
can be qualitatively explained in the present test arrangement by recalling
that the initial rotor motion is erratic and large in amplitude because
of the absence of a fully developed lubricating film. Thus, the pumping
action is non-uniform around the bearing at the groove entrances and
intermittent film separation is likely to occur. If separation occurs
at the groove entrance, the void will be f4lled by the ambient gas
and, in some cases, the gas will be trapped in the grease film and
transported forward by grease pumped in behind it. In a short time the
grease pumping rate into the film clearance becomes zero but the tempera-
ture in the film continues to rise thus increasing the pressure of the
trapped gas. For a time, the bearing operates with an abnormally large
clearance, but when the gas eventually works its way out of the bearing area
(possibly also displacing some of the grease from the groove entrance) ,
the bearing is left in a starved condition.
In Figure 4-14, care was taken to avoid the anomalies described
above.
Following break-away (at 98 seconds in Figure 4--14) there was
a sharp reduction in friction moment as a partial fluid film began to
develop, followed by a rapid increase in friction moment as the rotor
speed increased and pumped cold, highly viscous grease into the ^learance
space. Subsequently, the friction moment reached a maximum and then
began to fall off as the grease viscosity decreased due to the increased
C
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shear rate and rising temperature. After about 144 seconds, with nozzle
pressure unchanged from that at breakaway, the rotor speed reached
equilibrium.
Figure 4--15 shows another feature influencing the start-up
character, namely the affect of total axial clearance. These tests were
performed with the motor driven rig shown in Figure 4-11. The bearing
specifications are given at the beginning of the section. Note the
inability of the motor to accelerate the rotor beyond 20,000 rpm and
the onset of a vibration above 18,000 rpm. During acceleration, the
maximum motor input power was maasuxed at approximately 50 watts but for
those cases where the rotor speed reached the maximum motor speed of
22,000 rpm, the power input was less than 15 watts. Coast down time
for the run shown on Figure 4-15 with an axial clearance of 127 pm was
measured at 3.5 minutes. When operated with a Lubricant with a lower
dynamic viscosity, the coast down time was extended to about 15 minutes.
Based on making more than 100 start-up tests under various
conditions, it is likely that a start-up curve similar to Figure 4-15
would be a simple but useful part of quality control for insuring proper
rotor assembly and lubrication.
4.6 Rotor Operating Characteristics for Several Grease Lubricants
Figure 4-16 and 4-17 show changes in bearing characteristics
caused by varying the lubricant constituents. The test was performed
with mass loading on the grease development rig (Figure 4--9) and with
bearing specifications given in Section 4.5. Table 4-1 is a list
of comparative operating conditions at constant load.
{
.. li
c
An experiment, specifically designed to compare computed anal
	 t r
measured spiral groove load-clearance ditta is currently being constructed,
so further comments on comparison, other than those given in Sections
4.4 and 5.5 9 will deferred until these measurements are taken.
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eTable 4-1
OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR CONSTANT LOAD ( ' ) AND VARIOUS LUBRICANTS
(2) (3)Film Lab. Power Residual
Thickness Temp. Loss Compliance Film Thickness
Grease Tyke Microns °C Watts Pm/N Microns
MCG-68-13 28.2 27.2 5.9 0.524 3.0
MCG-68-4 27.7 29.4 6.8 0.303 7.6
MCG-68-31 24.9 28.3 8.2 0.406 11.7
MCC-68-19 23.6 27.8 5.2 0.633 1.5
MCG-68-10 13.7 26.7 3.4 0.467 1.0
Notes:
1) Bearing loaded by a mass of 1,96 Kg
2) Temperature read by Thermocouple in lubricant well (Figure 4--8).
The bearing wall temperature could be about 15°C higher than the
well (Ref. 3) and the maximum temperature in the film could be 15°C
higher than the wall. (Ref. 5).
3) 0.5 Kg dead-weight load with no shaft rotation for long period.
4.7 Influence of Load Cycling
Several tests were conducted to determine film thickness
repeatability under load cycling. In these tests a weight was placed on
the load platform shown in Figure 4-8 and sufficient time was allowed
for the film to reach steady-state equilibrium. Next, a second weight
was added. This weight was removed and added repeatedly and each time,
several minutes were allowed to achieve an-apparent steady-state film
thickness. A typical result is plotted on Figure 4- 18. Note there was
a steady reduction in the film thickness for both loads. Later tests
with the motor driven rotor, the bearings loaded only by the weight and
residual unbalance of the rotor, also showed a steady reduction in film
thickness. The reduction was apparently caused by a loss of lubricant
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via displacement from the pumping section rather than vaporization or
as a consequence of entrained air. In order to confirm this hypothesis
a bearing was built in which grease could be injected by a plunger from
the lubricant well into the clearance space while the rotor was in
operation. The plunger was butted against a set: screw accessible from
the outside of the bearing housing. Turning the set screw recharged
the bearing with grease from the back end and insured a full film free
of entrained gas. In a period of one to ten hours after greasing, the
bearing film thickness was noticeably redue.ed and, in some cases, the
rotor motion contained a distinct half frequency whir. component.
Recharging always returned the bearing to its original operating condition
after the newly injected lubricant reached thermal equilibrium. The
tests implied that some design feature would be required to prevent
the lubricant from migrating out of the pumping region of the cone.
The mechanism of migration appeared to be a combination of the lubricant
being squeezed out of the bearing pumping area due to rotor motion and
centrifugal force on the lubricant attributable to the conical geometry.
Centrifugal separation of the grease constituents (fluid from thickener)
did not appear to account for short term lubricant loss since in some of
the cases tested, the fluid and thickener were closely matched in den-
sity yet a relatively rapid film deterioration was observed. Problems
associated with film-load repeatabilities lead to the redesign of the
conical bearing, particularly in the area of the film-air-metal inter-
face.
4.8 Variations in Design of Conical Bearing
Six,dimensional variations in the three basic designs shown
on Figure 4-19 were studied experimentally. All were undertaken to im-
prove the load-film thickness repeatability of the simple, dead-ended
conical bearing which used only a centrifugal slinger to return dis-
placed lubricant to the pumping groove entrance. The design variations
were constructed to inhibit axial flow of the lubricant caused by a
4--30
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1
redistribution of the clearance volume and to return or store lubricant
in response to a change in the clearance volume.
Design A of Figure 4-19 had a lip seal and an annular cavity
used both to store lubricant and to retard its vaporization. Below the
storage volume was a section of bearing designed to operate with a
clearance of about 1.5 times larger than the main bearing. 	 The purpose
of this section was to keep the entrance to the main bearing supplied
continuously with pressurized lubricant.
in Design B the relative location of the storage and
pressurizer were interchanged but the object was the same, namely, to
supply the boundary of the main bearing continuously with pressurized
]
lubricant. "` !
Design C was constructed to counter two suspected deficiencies ^ N
of the previous bearing models. 	 One was lubricant constituent separation;
the basis for the proposed solution being to circulate the lubricant
in a manner that would mix the fluid with the thickener. 	 As previously
mentioned, the conical geometry is a natural centrifuge which causes ...
the more dense constituents of the lubricant to travel along the surface '3
of the cone in the direction of increasing radius. 	 Circulation was
i1
achieved by using the high pressure available at the nose of the cone
to force lubricant from the well back to the entrance region of the
main bearing.
	 The amount of grease circulated was governed by the
,{
diameter and length of the restrictor rods placed in the return circuits.
The second conceptual change afforded b 	 Des ign C comparedP	 g	 Y	 g	 P
to previous designs was concerned with providing lubricant to fill
the film cavities that tend to appear due to the relative displacement
between the male and female cones.
	
For example, under shock loading
directed normal to the spin axis, the Lubricant in the film clearance
will be accelerated both axially and radially as the bearing surfaces
F
}
come together.	 If the force from the lip seal cannot contain the
lubricant, some may escape and be permanently lost to the bearing and
4-W32
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s. the lost Lubricant must be replaced by material from a storage volume.
On the maximum clearance side of the main bearing entrance, thzz film
may separate and leave the pumping section without a full film across
L .
the clearance. Since grease lubricants are non-Newtonian at low shear
rates, they will not readily flow into the separation but must be forced
-	 to do so. The second purpose of the circulating design was to alleviate
IF-	 this condition by discharging grease directly onto the grooved, rotating
member.
Figure 4-20 shows start --up curves for a circulating bearing
with a single return passage consisting n art of a 0.050" diameterg	 P
rod in a 0.962" diameter passage.
Within the confines of the desired maximum power loss and an
over-all axial bearing length of not more than twice the main bearing,
none of the design modifications described above substantially changed
the load-film thickness repeatability. It appears that the use of cen-
trifugal force provided by the spinning rotor (as suggested in Ref. 6)
M offers the best solution for keeping the film clearance filled with
Lubricant. Current investigations are taking this direction.
i
a
Past experiments indicated (1) more interface understanding is
required to produce a reliable design and (2), it is not necessary to
treat the lubricant as non--Newtonian in the general clearance space for
the usual steady-state or dynamic response calculations but it may be
necessary to do so in order to establish the film boundary location
and lubricant transient rheology. The L ,tor is particularly important
because there will always be a "fluid response time" regardless of the
shape of the bearing. These problems, which are common to flat spiral
groove thrust bearings and seals, are currently being studied experi-
mentally and the results of these studies will be used as guide modifica-
tions to the analysis of Section 3.
The decision to terminate a rotor with cones should be made on
the basis of a good understanding of the consequence of the=ally induced
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ry	 dimensional changes. 	 For instance, the gyro construction shown in
Figure 4-10 presents two design problems associated with thermal effects.
^t
One is that the starting current is about three times the running cur-
rent and the consequence is a film thickness transient where the clear-
ance initially decreases to a minimum as the rotor becomes warm and
subsequently increases as the frame temperature begins to rise. 	 The
second problem comes about because the motor Find bearing runs warmer than
the wheel and bearing.
	
Thus, there is a difference in the size and cone
angle match between the bearings at either end of the rotor. 	 Although
the latter problem is generally a typical design consideration for most
rotor bearing systems, t:he thermall y induced film transient presents the
lubricant retention difficulties described previously.
	
When the film
clearance closes, the design must provide storage, and when the clearance
opens the design must provide the pressure for lubricant injection. 	 It
should also be noted that similar design problems often exist for bearing
configurations other than conical.
Film thickness transients
	
as here encountered	 are often^	 a
accommodated by flexible bearing mounts such as elastomeric supports
_	 which consist of a many-.layered sandwich of metal and elastomer.
Bearing dynamic supports influence the effective bearing stiffness
and general rotor response and often introduce dynamical problems of
a magnitude similar to the problem they try to circumvent: 	 Thus, a
j
passive bearing mount was chosen Mere to simplify the experimental
effort, although when properly designed, a flexible support may 	 -
^Y
ultimately provide reliability over a wider range of operating
conditions	 h	 could	 aaccomplished  b	 a f ' ed support. and	 s t an	 b	 y	 zx
1
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5. GREASE LUBRICANTS FOR SPIRAL GROOVE BEARINGS
5.1 Introduction
Significant differences in performance properties are often found
between batches of greases that were intended to be identical. The pur-
pose of this study was to formulate lubricants with consistent and pre-
dictable properties, speciii.cally for high speed, low power loss spiral
groove bearings. The character of the lubricant should
	 such that '
	 	 t	 be 	  tz
has shear stability at high shear rates exhibits good start-stop per-
formance over the required temperature range, have high load carrying
capacity, provide good boundary lubrication, be self sealing and perform
r	
reliably for two or more years in a thin film without significant change
in its physical or chemical properties.
y While some of the information reported here has general lubri-
cation inn rest, the principal motivation for the effort was the perform-
ance advantages offered by spiral groove bearings lubricated with grease
(Ref. I).	 Because of the high pressure obtained by pumping grease with
spiral grooves, bearing designs tend to be small.
	
The added attraction of
reliable start-up due to an ever present boundary film make the quest for
f,
a suitable lubricant more inviting. 	 Grease lubricant manufacturers seldom
provide data relating shear stress
	 shear	 atetemperaturep	 	 ,	 r	 and 	 and since
bearing performance cannot be computed without it, this data was measured
for each class of lubricants studied.
	 Because of the operating specifica-
tions, special greases were formulated and, in addition to apparent viscosity
measurements, performance properties for 36 lubricants were compared in a
. typical high shear rate bearing application.
	 Measurements taken consisted
of relative breakaway torque, film thickness, power loss, temperature,
compliance and coast down time. 	 The data presented here is intended to
expand on other potential grease formulations and test results already
available in the literature (2,3,4,5).
rF--C2028
5.2 Constituent and Formulation Properties
5.2.1 Base F1 ui ds
Four classes of base fluids were selected for use in the grease
formulations. The selection of the fluids was based on their ability to
meet the majority of the requirements previously mentioned.
Three of the fluids were available in two to three viscosity
grades; the mineral oil was available in one viscosity grade only. The
fluid properties are given in Table 5-1.
5.2.2 Thickeners
The non-soap thickeners were selected for their ability to thicken
the fluids and produce stable greases w:Lth low bleed characteristics.
Fluorinated ethylenepropylene (FEP) was used as a thickener for all of
the fluids. Benton clay was used as an auxiliary thickener with the
FEP in the mineral oil and e_ta r base greases to obtain the desired bleed
and consistency characteristics. A triazine, 2,4-diaminc-6-hydroxy-1,3,5-
triazine, commonly known as "Ammeline" was used in producing greases from
the perfluoro alkyl ether base fluids. The thickener properties are
given in Table 5-2.
5.2.3 Formulations
Initially the greases were formulated to three consistencies
each: 270, 300, and 330 ASTM unworked penetrations. It was desirable to
study two of the basic perfluoro alkyl ether greases for shear stability
under a wider consistency range, therefore they were each compounded to
350 and 400 ASTM unworked penetrations. Consistency measurements were
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Fluid
Type
Mineral Oil
Polyol Aliphatic Ester
Polyol Aliphatic Ester
Fluorosilicone
Fluorosilicone
Perfluoro Alkyl Ether
Perfluoro Alkyl Ether
Perfluoro Alkyl Ether
Table 5-1
FLUID PROPERTIES
Viscosity at 38%
Cent-, i stokes
164
5
16
176
524
38
90
280
Density at 25%
g/cc
0.8774
0.9660
0.9840
1.2610
1.2610
1.8700
1.8goo
1.8goo
Table 8-2
THICKENER PROPERTIES
Density
Thickener/g cc
Fluorinated ethyienepropylene (FEP) 	 2.182
Bentone clay	 3.090
2,4-diamino-6-hydroxy-1,3,5-triazine 	 1.712
(ammeline)
Max. Particle Size
Microns
0.13
0.97
0.90
5-3
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made after 60 and 10,000 double strokes on the penetrometer to provide
assurance of shear stability. Careful selection of thickeners and fluids
precluded the need for additives. Care was exercised in formulating the
greases to allow studying the effects of base fluid type and viscosity,
thickener type and grease consistency on performance in spiral groove
bearings. Properties of the greases are given in Table 5-4.
5.2.4 Low Pressure Performance
In many application it is desirable to operate bearings in a
partially evacuated environment. Although low pressure data h s not been
obtained on the greases described previously, data has been obtained on
similar greases and is reported below.
a Greases very similar to MCG-68-3, 68-4, and 68--5 have
performed for up to 6000 hours at 10 -8
 mm. Hg and 77°C.
a Greases similar to MCG-68-6 through 68-11 have performed
for 800-2700 hours at 10- 8
 mm. lig and 77-88°C.
	
e Greases like MCG-6812 through 68-17 have performed for 	 ;F
48,000 hours at 10-8
 mm. gig and 77%.
® Greases like MCG--68-21, 68-22, 68-23, 68-30, 68-31, and 68-32
have performed for up to 300 hours at 10 -8 mm.Hg and 149°C.
@ Greases similar to MCC-r6$-24, 6$-25, 68-26, 68-33, 68-34
and 68-35 have performed for more than 7500 hours at 10
mm. Hg and 149°C.
e
The vapor pressure data for the base fluids used in the grease
	
rg
are given in Table 5-3.
It is important to note that long performance of a grease at low
pressure and high temperature depends critically on the mechanical design to
	
provide shielding from direct exposure to a low pressure ambient.
	 i
5.3 Apparent Dynamic Viscosity Measurements
5.3.1 Construction of Viscometer
Figure 5-1 shows the general arrangement of the viscometer used 	 `?
to determine the lubricant shear stress -- shear rate - temperature
relation.
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Table 5-3
VAPOR PRESSU7^E DATA
i
t
f
f
s
Temperature	 Vapor Pressure
°C	 mm Ha
a.	 Mineral Oil, 164 cs
176.7	 0.4
204.4
	
1.0
232.2	 2.2
260.0	 4.4
287.8	 9.4
315.6	 18.0
h. Polyol Aliphatic Ester, 5 cs
148.9	 2.0
176.7	 4.4
204. 4 	 8.7
232.2	 15.2
260.0	 25:5:
287.8	 52.0
315.6	 110.0
c. Polyol Aliphatic Ester, 16 cs
1?1.1	 0.9
148.9	 2.0
176.7	 4.3
204.4	 7.6
232.2	 12.8
260.0	 21.0
287.8	 33.0
315.6	 57.0
343.3	 120.0
d. Fl uoros i l i cone, 176 cs
198.0 10.0
222.2 18.0
250.2 34.0
261.8 43.0
272.8 54.0
287.3 70.0
29i.2 90.0
301.0 110.0
Temperature	 Vapor pressure
°C	 mm Hg
e. Fluorosilicore, 52 4 cs
285.3	 10.0
305.0	 20.0
319.7	 32.0
325.5	 41.0
329.0	 54.0
331.7	 75.0
f. Perfluoroalkyl Ether, 38 cs
224.8	 10.0
247.0	 20.0
260.0	 30.0
268.2
	
40.0
283.2	 60.0
`88.8	 70.0
299.5	 100.0
g. Perfluoroalkyl Ether, 90 cs
215.7	 40.0
254.1	 50.0
276.2	 6o.0
299.4	 80.0
313.5	 100.0
324.3	 120.0
332.8	 140.0
343.4
	
170.0
351.0
	
200.0
355.5	 220.0
h. Perfluoroalkyl Ether, 280 cs
314.6	 10.0
333.7	 20.0
342.0	 30.0
350.1	 4o.o
356.9	 50.0
365.8	 70.0
372.6	 100P0
374.2	 120.0
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Penetration, Pin=tration, Penetration, Grease Conductivity Heat
Unworked 60 Strok=s 10,000 Strk Density, g/cc J/(m sec °v) .z/( F °C)
271 292 301 1.120 0.05(2) (3)
304 317 325 1.110 'r
332 339 348 1.101 r,
2)0.05264 278 348 1.086 !
305 345 400 1.073
335 374 400 1.052
273 276 283 1.140
294 320 340 Lill t' 't
321 324 342 1. iM 'r
2 69 297 297 1.461 o.o44 0.451
300 311 311 1.444 it
326 338 338 1.427
268 296 292 1..437 r,
307 333 339 1.410 ,t IT
334 363 371 1.384 "
,1
272 297 21k18 1.966 0.026 0.313
301 324 318 1.96o t, it
300 331 339 1.963 if IF
4F
1n
O
ns
O
326	 343	 344	 1.9L4	 ,r	 I T
7-0"^1."'a.Fl
	 P^—'^''a	 p`-	 F ....eR	 Itn^^"_•^^	 ^""..^'	 ^''c°Gi 	— :--"'{	 s_.`.. ^;^	 !C ='^r.^	 C:^; -=^	 1 -. ,^
Table 5-4
GREASE PROPERTIES
Thermal (1)	 Specific (1)
Code No..
	
Fluid
MCG 68-3 Mineral Oil
MCG 68-4 Mineral Oil
MCG 68-5 Mineral Oil
m c 68-.6 Polyol Aliphatic Ester
MCG 68-7 Polyol Aliphatic Ester
14OG 68-8 Polyol Aliphatic Ester
MCG 68-9 Poly.l Aliphatic'Ester
Q
MCG 68-10 Po]yol Aliphatic Ester
V	 MCG 68-11 Polyol Aliphatic Ester
W MCG 68-12 Fluorosilicone
MCG 68-13 Fluorosiliocrie
MCG 68-14 Fluorosilicone
MCG 68-15 Fluorosilicone
MCG 68-16 Fluorosilicone
MCG 68-17 Fluorosilicone
MCG 68-18 Perfluoro Alkyl Ether
MCG 68-19 Perfluoro Alkyl Ether'
MCG 69-11 Perfluoro Alkyl Ether
(Similar
to MCG 68-
19)
: MUG 69-20 Perfluro Alkyl Ether
Notes: (1) at 38°C
(2) apprormate
(3) not available
Fluid (1)
Viscosity, CS Thi ckener
164 PEP & Clay
'64 FEP & Clay
164 FEP & Clay
PEP & Clay
5 FEP & Clay
5 FEP & Clay
16 PEP & Clay
16 FEP & Clay
16. PEP & Clay
176 FEP
176 PEP
176 PEP
524 FEP
524 FEP
524 FEP
38 FEP
38- FEP
38 PEP
38	 PEP
Thermal (1)	 Specific (1)
Penetration, Penetration, Penetration, Grease Conductivity	 Heat
Unworked 60 Strokes 10,000 Strk Density,	 g//cc J/(m sec °C2	 t /(,- °C)
347 3b6 363 1.953 0.026	 0.313
412 438 442 1.9 +2
264 268 254 1. 806
300 317 30- 1.20
295 306 309 1.63
33 1 341 332 1.828
344 348 362 1.873
393 380 403 1.884
275 300 314 1.972	 0.028	 0.302
298 325 302 1.964	 "	 it
296 333 332 1.858	 „
0
332 355 361 1.955	 ''	 "
345 375 371 1.945	 •'	
it
394 4o8 420 1.937	 „	
It
275 310 298 1.842	 ,	 n
300 309 1.844
Fxj
tv
O
N
CO
t
MV
Table S-4
GREASE PROPERTIES (Can't)
Code No. Fluid
Fluid (1)^
Viscosity,	 CS Thickener
03 MCG 69-12 Perfluoro Alkyl Ether 38 FEP
MCG 69-13 Perfluoro Alkyl Ether 38 FEP
.:ICG 68-27 Perfluoro Alkyl Ether 38 Ammeline
MCG 68. 28 Perfluoro Alkyl Ether 3$ Ammeline
MCG 69-14 Perfluoro Alkyl Ether 38 Ammeline
(Similar
to MCG 69-
0 28)
Ln
0	 0o MCG 68-29 Perfluro Alkyl Ether 38 Ammeline1 MCG 69-15 Perfluoro Alkyl Ether 34 Ammeline
MCG 69-16 Perfluoro Alkyl Ether 38 Ammeline
MCG 68-21 Perfluoro Alkyl Ether 90 FEP
MCG 68-22 Perfluoro Alkyl Ether go FEP
MCG 69 -17• Perfluoro Alkyl Ether 90 FEP
(Similar
to MCG 68-
22
14CG 68-23 Perfluoro Alkyl Ether 90 FEP
MCG 69-18 Perfluora Alkyl Ether 90 FEP
MCG 69-19 Perfluoro Alkyl. Etter go FEP
MCG 68-30 Perfluoro Alkyl Ether	 go	 Ammeline
MCG 68-31 Perfluoro Alkyl Ether	 90	 Ammeline
Notes: (1) at 38°C
(2) approximate
(3) not available
114
0
O
e
ti
Table 5-4
GREASE PROPERTIES (Con't)
Thermal (1) Specific (1)
^`	 ' Fluid (1) Penetration, Penetration, Penetration, Grease Conductivity Heat
Code No. Fluid Viscosity, CS Thickener Unworked 60 Strokes 10,000 Strk Density, &/cc .3/(m sea *S) JZ(g DC)
MCG 69-20 Perfluoro Alkyl Ether go "Ammeline" 299 329 338 1.869 It
(Similar
IF
to MG 68-
MCG 68-32 Perfluoro All ,:yl Ether go Ammeline 334 343 334 1.848
A MCG 69-21 Perfluor. A11U1 Ether go Ammeline 350 363  301 1.877
MCG 69-22 Perfluoro Alkyl Ether go Ammeline 394 421 439 1.883
Ln HOG 68-24 Perfluoro Alkyl Ether 280 PEP 273 293 2 86 1.969 0.029 0.291
ING 68-25 Perfluoro AlW1 Ether 28o PEP- 299 331 330 1.958 TV
MOG 68 -26 Perf luor.- Alkyl Ether 28o FEP 337 367 369 1.947 IV TV
MCG 68
-33 Perfluoro AW1 Ether 280 Ammeline 264 385 288 1.846
14OG 68-34 Perfluoro Alkyl Ether 280 Ammeline 293 307 303 1.847
MCG 68-35 Perfluoro Alkyl Ether 280 Ammeline 335 348 365 1.86o TV
Notes:	 (1) at 380C
.(2) approximate
(3) not available
0
6
t
F-C2028
The instrument is a Couette type viscometer consisting essen-
tially of a motor driven hollow shaft and a bearing bush made of identical.
materials. The same ratio of inner and outer shaft and bush diameters are Y.
incorporated to minimize gap distortion. A variable speed motor is
employed and its membrane coupling was insulated thermally from the shaft
..G
while the bearing bush is shrouded with a heating element and instrumented
with thermocouples and a torque meter. The torque meter consists of three
springs isolated from thermal distortion by a heat sink and an inductive
displacement pick-up.
The shear stress, T, was determined by measuring the moment, M,
exerted on the bearing bush as a result of the viscous forces in the lub-
^3:
ricating film when the shaft was rotated at a fixed speed. Thus
T - KM
i3
The shear rate is given b
F = V/Ar
and the apparent viscosity is defined as
^itd
5.3.2 Test Procedure
E'4
	With the temperature held constant to within + 1°C the grease	 LA
sample was first sheared at a rate of r = 7.2 x 10 4 sec-1 until no change
in the torque motor read out could be detected. The moment was then
measured for shear rates of 7.2, 5.4, 3.6, 1.8 x 10 4 sec-1 holding
	
the temperature to within 0-15% of the desired value. The temperature 	 ^=
range investigated was from 25 to 99.4°C and the measuring accuracy
of T and r was estimated at + 2 percent.Ell
n
cf
i
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5.3.3 Test Results
Not all of the grease specimens were tested for their dynamic
viscosity but a sampling was taken which essentially indicated how all
of the greases would probably perform. The sampling included each
of the four fluids thickened with FEP (or FEP and clay) to the same
unworked penetration of about 300. One of the fluids, perfluoro alkyl
ether was thickened to an unworked penetration of 300 with Ammeline for
a direct comparison with the other principal thickener.
Figures 5-'2 through 5-6 give the measured results for shear
stress vs. shear rate at one or more temperatures. Note that at the
shear rates shown, the shear stress at constant temperature is essentially
proportional to the shear rate for all tests and therefore the lubricants
can be treated as Newtonian for computational purposes. Figure 5-3 shows
a plot of apparent viscosity vs. temperature for greases MCG-68-4, 10,
13, 19 and 31 at a shear rate of 7.2 x 10 4
 see-1.
5.4 Lubricant Performance in Spiral Groove Bearing
The test rig shown schematically in Figure 5-8 was used to
mutually compare 35 greases and one oil specimen under the same test
conditions. The test rotor was .5 cm in diameter, with a mass of 0.63 kg
and was drivers at 24,000 rpm. The test bearing geometry is given in
Figure 5-9.
Test results which include breakaway torque, film thickness,
power loss, lubricant temperature, residual film thickness for boundary
lubrication, bearing compliance and coast-down time are given by Table 5-5.
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5.5 The Effect of Grease properties on Film Temperature
and Load Capaci ty
Figure 5-8 shows a typical load-temperature relation taken at
three bearing Locations: two in the wall of the ungi:-ooved stationary mem-
ber and the third in the lubricant well. The test was one of many made
on the rig shown in Figure 4-3 and it was often found that when moder-
ately loaded, the wall temperature was about 50°C. Reference 7 gives an
approximate expression for the increase in film temperature relative to
the wall temperature* as
n r2 h2
AT	 0.09
	
2
A
If the bearing shown in Figure 5-20 is assumed to operate with the
viscosity of the base oil
r^ = 0.1 N sec/m2
 (viscosity at 50°C)
4	 -1
F = 9 x 10 sec	 (avg. shear rate)
h2 = 38 microns (avg. land clearance)
A = 0.05 J/(m sec °C) (Thermal conductivity)
then
AT = VC
Thus, for the above application, viscosity based on the bearing wall
temperature differs little from that based on the maximum film tempera-
ture. On-the other hand, some of the lubricants listed in Table 5-4,
as well as many other grease lubricants, can have a significant film tem-
perature rise relative to the wall. In the above example, if the
lubricant 14CG--68-10 is substituted and the wall temperature, shear rate
and film thickness remain unchanged, the temperature rise relative to the
wall would increase by a factor of six. For the latter case, the assump-
tion of an isovi.scous lubricant is questionable and shows the potential
*Both bearing walls are assumed to have a constant temperature.
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of a substantial difference. Full account of the energy equation to
accommodate temperature variations in the film represents a formidable
task for the general case. Since the majority of available bearing design
data is based on the isoviscous assumption, an expedient method for sizing
a bearing is to base the calculations on an "effective viscosity". The
temperature used in determining the effective viscosity should be based on
the heat transfer particular to the bearing mounting design and considera-
tion should be given to the possibility of a temperature rise in the film
itself (e.g., Eq. [31).
5.6 Selection of Optimum Lubricant for Spiral Groove
Bearing
Table 5-6 lists the four fluide together with their thickeners
for each fluid viscosity grade. The film thickness to power loss ratio
h2/P was computed for each grease listed in Table 5-4. Each combination
of fluid, fluid viscosity and thickener was mixed in several consistencies
and only the consistency, designated by "unworked penetration" resulting
in the largest h2/H is given.
The first column of Table 5-6 ranks each grease in terms of
h2 /H. Several observations can be made based on the data of Table 5-6:
• Eight of the eleven greases listed are thickened with FEP.
• Six of the eleven greases contain the fluid perfluoro
alkyl ether.
• There is an optimum fluid viscosity and penetration rating
for the combination of perfluoro alkyl ether and FEP (MCG-68-22)
which results in the largest h2/H of all greases tested.
• There is a 40 percent difference in h2/H between the grease
ranked first and the grease ranked eleventh; greases ranked
one through four differ by 1.0 percent.
• Since there is little difference in the h 2/H ratio for the
upper half of the rated greases, other quantiles such as
absolute film thickness, power loss or cost should be considered
in selecting among this group.
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Table 5 -6
RATING OF GREASES IN TERMS OF FILM THICKNESS TO POUER LOSS RATIO
Perfluoro A1kyl	 Ether
F'EP
Code h2/H	 Viscosity Unworked
Rating MC	 68- pm/watt	 Cs Penetration
3 19 4.46	 38 01
^3][l 7-2 4.7 0 	 go 298
4 26 4.24	 280 334
AmmeIine
	
11	 29	 3.33	 38
	
6	 32	 4.12	 90
	8 	 35	 3.94	 280
331
334
335
F1 uoros i l i cone
F'E P
	2 	 13	 4.62	 176
	
5	 16	 4.18	 524
Polyol Aliphatic Ester
FEP	 Clay
	
7	 6	 4.08	 5
	
1()	 10	 3.81	 i6
Mineral Oil
FEP L Clay
	
9	 4	 3.90	 164
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At the bottom of Table 5-4, test results for two soap base
greases and an oil are given for comparison. The automotive grease 100
containing a lithium soap and petroleum fluid, had an h 2 /H of 3.46.
Grease number 101 was essentially the same as grease 100 except it con-
tained the additive MoS2 , and for this grease, h 2/H = 3.76. The final
lubricant was SAE 90 oil which had an h 2/H of 4.21 but lacked the self--
sealing quality provided by the greases. Thus, greases rated one through
four in Table 5-6, showed a higher h 2 /H than any of the lubricants tested
for compari,con.
Preliminary results for greases designated MCG-69-11 to 22
indicate the viscosity-temperature relation can be influenced by con-
sistency variations approximately to the degree that MCG-68-13 differs
from MCG-68-4 as shown in Figure 5-9. Also, the value of h 2 /H can be
considerably reduced for mixtures with off-optimum consistencies.
For small high speed applications where power loss and the cost
of holding manufacturing tolerances are important, the polyol aliphatic
ester grease MCG-68-6 thickened with FEP and Clay offers a good all
around compromise.
F;,r application where load capacity takes precedence over power
loss, the perfluoro alkyl ether greases thickened MCG-68-22 with FEP are
more suitable from a film thickness standpoint but for this class of
grease, it is advisable to consider the low thermal conductivity in sizing
the bearing.
5.7 Summary of Grease Development Testing
Approximately 50 greases were formulated specifically for small
high speed spiral groove bearings. For each combination of constituents
there was an optimum in terms of film thickness to power loss ratio.
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An unworked penetration rating of about 300 appears to be the
best consistency for the application. A penetration rating of 250 or below
was too stiff; 400 and above was too fluid.
The greases tested for apparent viscosity vs. temperature showed
good shear stability and had a Newtonian character for shear rates above
2 x 104
 sec-1 . By virtue of their chemical nature, the grease physical
properties can be expected to be repeatable from batch to batch.
Although neither the fluid no. the thickener is a particularly
good lubricant, the combination of 90 cs perfluoro alkyl ether thickened
with FEP to a consistancy of 300 ASTM unworked penetration was outstanding
among the lubricants tested in a high speed spiral groove bearing appli-
cation. This grease demonstrated a good combination of shear stability,
Load capacity, film thickness, power loss and boundary lubrication.
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6.	 EXPERIMENTAL. VALIDATION OF THE FINITE ELEMENT
,. COMPUTER PROGRAM
A special test set-up was (-onstructed to validate the finite
element computer program.
	
In order to duplicate the calculation pro-
cedure, the grooved journal was fixed and the bearing rotated with its
axis in a knownrie	 tion relative to	 h	 'al.	 The film pressureso	 nta	 	 t e journal.	
and temperatures corresponding to the pre-set clearance distribution were
determined
	
The	 dimensionsexperimentally.	 groove	 and clearance were
} selected to provide the Limiting case for a conical bearing with a
depth ratio of 0.25.15 degree groove angle and a lard to groove g	 g	 g	 	 P
^w
6.1
	
Description of the Test Arrangement
The test arrangement is shown schematically on Figure 6-1 and
photographically in Figure 6-2.
	
The journal dimensions are shown on
Figure 6-3 and the pressure tap and thermocouple junction locations are
shown on Figure 6-4.
Pressure were sensed. via 0.062 inch ID tubing finished flush
wiLh the journal surface. 	 About a one inch length of grease was main-
tained in the journal end of each tube while the remainder of the tube
was filled with oil.	 Pressu°es were read with calibrated gages Those
Bourdon tubes were also filled with oil.
	 Film temperatures were sensed
by thermocouples which were potted with 0.5 mm thick epoxy in an insert.
^ F
= ,' The inserts were pressed into the journal: and ground flush to expose the
junction (about 0.8 mm diameter).
6.2	 Test and Test Results
6.2.1	 Degasing Grease
To avoid entraining air in the grease when charging of the
;.^ bearing with lubricant, the following procedure was used. 	 The grease
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passed through a funnel with a nozzle diameter of 0 6 mm into a moldwas 	 	 d
which was housed in a bell jar at 1 mm Hg and 80°F. 	 The mold diameter
was 0.2 mm larger than the bore of the bearing and about 3 mm longer than
the space between the front of the dead-ended journal and the bottom of
the bearing (called the bearing cavity).	 The mold was placed in liquid
nitrogen and the grease frozen solid.	 The frozen grease slug was pressed
into the bearing while a vacuum was being drawn through a port at the
base of the bearing. 	 The bearing clearance was subsequently filled by
thermal expansion of the melting grease*.
6.2.2	 Rate of Pressure Build-up
With the bearing clearance charged with grease and with zero
(or slightly positive) gage pressure at P i , the pressure rise in the film
after start-up was found to be directly related to the grease temperature.
The average pressure rise was about 100 psi per hour. 	 If the pressure
psig	 preloadingpressureat P1 was raised to 20
	
or above by	 **, the
build-up was almost instanteous.	 Thus, in all the test conducted in
this set of experiments, an increase in film pressure above ambient had
to be induced either by thermal expansion of the grease trapped in the
bearing cavity, or by preloading.
6.2.3	 Rate of Pressure Decay
In all experimental tests the pressures were found to decay
with time.
	 For instance, using grease MCG-68-10 and runni:;g at 1180 rpmt,
P13 (see Fig. 6-4) decayed, non-linearly from a preloaded value of 41 psig
*For applications requiring through degasing it appears feasible to power
the grease while frozen and subject the power to a 10 -6 mm Hg ambient
without damage due to liquid vapor loss.
**Moving the tailstock tov ards the headstock before startup causing an
increase in the cavity pressure.
tCorresponds to a shear rate of 6.5 x 10 4
 sec-1.
is
.h
Y
i
0
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to the computed steady-state value of 14.2 psig in 168 minutes. At
206 minutes after start P13 read -1 psig. From the data collected, the
rate of decay appeared to be effecred by the journal eccentricity.
(Note: as the headstock housing temperature increased the journal
eccentricity changed. After several trial runs, the ,journal could be
initially off-set to run at thermal equilibrium with an eccentricity
ratio of about 0.1.)
Preloading while running at an eccentricity ratio of about .25
P13 was changed from the -1 psig mentioned above to +26 psig. P 1 decayed
from this point at a linear rate of 0.5 psi per minute for 50 minutes at
which time there was an abrupt change in decay rate to 0.065 psi per
minute. At the end of the test run P13 read -2 psig. The inference
that the grease-air interface was moving into the bearing given by a
plot of P 13 vs. time was confirmed by other test, other gage readings
and the "wiping" lines visible on the journal when extracted from the
bearing. Thus, to compare the experimental reading with theory it was
necessary to inject grease in order to re-establish the interface at
the beginning of the bearing.
6.2.4 Grease Circulation In the Bearing Clearance
Tracer dye was injected into the bearing clearance through
several of the pressure tap ports while the bearing was running. These
tests indicate the initial flow of lubricant was from the cavity towards
the open, or ambient, end of the bearing and that the probable cause was
thermal expansion of the grease in the bearing cavity.
Dye was also placed in the 0.4 mm deep grooves. The dye flow
pattern indicated a circulation in the groove cross--section from the upper
trailing edge of the groove, down the groove side-wall, across the bottom
of the groove, up the trailing edge wall and across to the starting point.
The dye transfered circumferentially from groove to groove and also
axially if the there was any change in the bearing land clearance due to
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thermal effects. In summary, these tests indicated that steady-state
would not be established for the purpose of analytical validation until
the thermally sensitive lubricant flow stabilized. With the present
text set-up, this required at least 30 minutes at 1180 rpm.
6.2.5 Grease Voids in Grooves
Upon disassembly after running for 5 to 15 minutes, the grooves
were found to be packed with grease. Disassembly after running for more
than 2 hours showed the grooves contained voids such as typically shown
on Figure 6-5. The voids are believed to be associated with air entering
from the ambient end of the bearing. Air appears to enter the clearance
space during the thermal transient with the rate of entry increasing with
increasing eccentricity. In order to validate the steady-state analysis
it was necessary to force grease from the bearing cavity into the clearance
with the tailstock ram and to take pressure time averages.
6.2.6 Experimental and Theoretical Comparison
Figure 6-6 shows the theoretical pressure profiles along the
centerline of a land and a groove for a uniform radial clearance. Super-
imposed are the experimental readings. During the test run, the maximum
separation between the axis of the journal and the axis of the bearing
was 0.0127 mm (0.0005") with the minimum clearance located at S = 0.34
on the groove pressure profile of Figure 6-6. This degree of eccentricity
did not appear to have a significant influence on the pressure profile.
The deviation between measured and computed pressure near S = 0
can be accounted for completely if the clearance was 15% smaller at S = 0
than at S = 0.6 (a difference of 0.0006"). In the latter case the
theoretical P at S = 0 would be about 905*.
*Corresponds to an end pressure of 150 psi or an axial force on the
test journal of about 2000 lb.
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Figure 6-7 shows the temperature profile corresponding to
Figure 6-6. The profile was typical for all test runs in that the groove
temperatures were lower than the land temperatures with the maximum
di Uerence occurring at the ambient end of the bearing and, after a
sutfiCient period of time, the temperature was maximum at the end of
the grooves.
Test runs were also made at 810 rpm and 1575 rpm. The general
conclusion was:
If a steady-state geometry can be reached with the clearance
space fully packed with grease, and if the film temperature is
known and if the relation between lubricant temperature and
viscosity is also known, then-the theoretical analysis will
accurately predict the bearing pressure distribution.
6.3 Implication. of Validation Tests on Dearing Design
It appears very likely, the small dead-end conical bearing
tested and described in Section 4 of this report acted in a manner
similar to that observed with the larger cylindrical bearing described
in this section. That is, after a certain period of time, the bearings
ceased to operate on a full fluid film and, in some cases, operated
for relatively long periods of time with boundary lubrication only.
Nevertheless, the load capacity and other advantages offered by a grease
lubricated spiral groove bearing do exist and are achievable. The
basic problem is one of design; the bearing must be run in a flooded
condition. Lubricant at a positive pressure must be available
to all points on the circumference of the bearing film entrance. The
interface must be located far enough from the bearing entrance so that
ambient gas that migrates into the lubricant will not reach the film
entrance within the design life of the bearing.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1 Conclusions
a Based on the analyses of Ref.10 and this report, fitting a
self-acting bearing surface wi th spiral grooves provides the greatest
zero eccentricity stiffness and film thickness to power loss ratio of all
surface geometries investigated.
a Compared to a gas lubricated bearing, a grease lubricated
bearing has the following general advantages and disadvantages:
Advantages
l) higher load capacity to power loss ratio.
2) better boundary lubrication.
3) better high speed rub and stop-start characteristics,
4) greater tolerance to dirt.
5) greater safety margin for overload.
6) lower rotor windage losses due to ability of bearing to
operate in low ambient pressure.
7) cheaper to snake because of less stringent manufacturing
tolerances accrued from greater operating film thickness
3) less stringent surface finish and material dimensional
stability.
9) greater film damping.
10) bearing surface porosity or accidental scratches produce less
of a change in performance characteristics.
11) component handling and clean room assembly conditions less
critical.
1
Disadvantages
1) sensitivity to temperature changes.[1
2) possibility of loss of lubricant or vaporization of fluid in
lubricant.
3) possiblity of cavitation.
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4) possibility of alteration in lubricant properties due to
chemical change.
5) change in rotor angular momentum due to lubricant mass shift.
b) possiblity of gas entrainment.
7) analytical performance predictions less accurate due to non-
Newtonian lubricant and possibility of significant temperature
rise in film.
e Compared to an o2Z lubricated bearing, a grease lubricated
bearing has the following general advantages and disadvantages:
Advantages
1) self-sealing.
2) higher film thickness to power boss ratio.
3) better lubricant property repeatability (for the grease formu-
lated in this study).
Disadvantages
1) possible separation of grease constituent.
2) lubricant more expensive and less available
a Compared to baZZ bearings, a grease lubricated bearing has the
following general advantages and disadvantages.
Advantages
1	 1) longer Life at higher rotor speeds.
2) less noise and vibration.
Disadvantages
1) not "off-the-shelf" item (currently) and must be designed
rather than selected from a manufacturers catalog.
2) less over--load safety margin.
o Many of the unsolved problems associated with grease lubricated
spiral, groove bearings, such as interface location and the effects on
performance of gas entrainment and cavitation, are also common to other
types of liquid lubricated bearings.
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• Grease lubricated spiral groove bearings show excellent
potential for applications such as the spin axis of a momentum wheel
and particularly, for devices that run continuously.
e	 If the bearing entrance region is directly exposed to the
ambient, the quantity of fluid in the clearance space will decrease and
the load capacity will drop to a fraction of that predicted by the steady
state analysis.
7.2	 Recommendations
Analysis
_F
G
Further analytical studies should be done in the following areas:
' g	 dynamics of grease lubricated spiral groove bearings,
f 1)	 obtain film stiffness and damping coefficients using
existing finite element analysis.`.
:'ta
2)	 adapt existing rotor response and stability analyses to
incorporate film coefficients from item 1) above. r'
a	 thermal effects
1)	 determine conditions under which the isoviscous assumption
w is invaled (Note:	 signficant errors in load capacity cal-
_
culations are possible if the isoviscous assumption
is invalid) .
L 2)	 modify the existing analysis to inciude the energy equation.
. e	 cavitation
'nr
1)	 incorporate an appropriate treatment of cavitation into
fF." the existing analysis (Note:	 data in this report is limited
to a radial eccentricity ratio of 0.5 because of the
existence of signficantly large subambient film pressures
for eccentricity ratios greater than 0.5).
2)	 determine the influence of cavitation on radial load and
stiffness
e	 lubricant-gas--metal interface
1)	 determine the shape, location and influence on performance
of the film boundary at the groove entrance (Note:	 the
-_ assumption that the film boundary lies in a plane
perpendicular to the bearing axis at the film entrance has
been observed experimentally to be untrue).
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Experimentation
e Develop and test a spiral groove bearing entrance assembly that
will consume a minimum of power and result in zero net flow out of the
clearance space during start-up, cold restart*, and normal operation.
e Develop and test a buffer seal to prevent evaporation of a
lubricant from a spiral groove gyro spin axis bearing into a cavity that
is below the vapor pressure of the lubricant.
• Analyze and design a control moment gyro in the 1000-5000 ft-lb-sec
range that is integrated with the test stand, electronics, motor develop-
ment and mission requirement of the Astrionics Laboratory. The design
should incorporate a buffer seal and a hydrodynamic spiral groove grease
Lubricated bearings with the entrance assembly cited above.
e Construct and test the control moment gyro. Building the
momentum wheel as a competitor of the existing ball bearing units will
provide the best possible evaluation of the technology developed thus
far for the application of grease lubricated spiral groove bearings to a
spin axis.
M
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*Cold restart can be a particularly severe operating condition if the
grease and bearing members contract: upon cooling at different rates
and leave voids that are not filled because of the grease yield strength.
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APPENDIX A
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE APPROXIMATE
AND EXACT ANALYSES
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The analytical method based on an assumed pressure profile
and constant clearance is referred to as the approximate analysis. The
method based on the finite Element approach is referred to as the
exact analysis.
Figure A-1 shows the pressure profiles computed by the ap-
proximate method with and without the end corrections described in Ref.
1. Also shown is a profile computed by the exact method. The profile
applies to a line which follows the leading edge of a groove. Not shown
on Figure A-1 is the pressure increase that exists as the groove is
traversed circumferentially to its trailing edge. Here, the value of
P at S = 0 from the exact analysis reaches a maximum of 19.85.
The approximate solution with end corrections was used as one
of the check cases for verification of the finite element computer pro-
gram. Figure A-1, shows that the mutual agreement is good.
Using the corrected approximate so=€c t-ion, the computed axial
load coefficient was conservative and differed by 0.4% from the exact
value of	 2
wt h2
4 = 0.3674
rjwr2
The moment coefficient was also conservative and differed by 1% from
the exact value of
m h
°4 = 3.47
n w r2
An additional check was made using data for a dead ended
conical bearing from Ref. 1. Here, approximate results without end
corrections are given as
2t
w h2 - 1.4 (or 1.23 if the suggested
Tj w r2	 simplifications to the
approx. equations are not
made)
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where
tan t = 1/6 (half cane angle)
a	 = 15°
8	 = 0.4
cr	 = 1
For 7 lands and grooves, the exact solution was
2tw h2
4 = 1.29
n m r2
In computing the friction moment coefficient for the cone, the approximate
result (without end corrections) was 17% higher than was computed by the
exact method.
Several checks were made to determine if the approximate
analysis could be used to obtain information on radial load capacity and
stiffness for small eccentricities. This violation of the basic assump-
tion of constant clearance led to significarbt errors and incorrect trends.
The conclusions of the comparisons between the approximate and
exact solutions were:
a for constant clearance, the approximate and exact analysis
were mutually confirmative.
® for constant clearance, the approximate analysis gives good
results for load capacity and fair results for the friction
moment unless end corrections are applied.
a the approximate analysis can be-used only for the case of
constant clearance.
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APPENDIX B
APPLICATION OF THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
TO CONICAL SPIRAL GROOVE BEARINGS
B
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iGoverning Equati ons
For a conical bearing, the incompressible Reynold's equation
can be written in terms of the curvilinear coordinates shown. in Figure
-	 B—1 as (Ref. 4)
	
1	 a	 h a) + a	 h3 a^ + h3 3^ ('131
(C3sin ,t)2a6 6nae 	 ac3 6n8 3 6n a 3 
f
i
`F
+ _
= 2h	
^ 3
 sin t ae (hv^) + a^ (hv^ ) + ^ v^3	 3	 3	 3
where t is the half cone angle. Let
= 9 sin t
The Reynold ' s equation becomes
1	 a h3 +
(161n^
3 2 + h3 3^ 1
2 a
	 6n
3
a^ af3 a 3 6n 3C 3 E3
hv^
2h + ^ a ^ (hv
e
) + a ^ (hv^ ) + ^ 3
3	 3	 3	 3
(B.1)
(B.2)
From Ref. 2, the Euler ' s equation of the variational problem
is found to be
3
©	 bn Op = 0 - hu + A
	
(B.3)
It is noted that if Eq. (B.3) is written in plane polar. coordinates (p,*),
it becomes identical with Eq. (B.2). Thus, by identifying the independent
variables p, ^ with C3, 0 and the velocity components vp , v. with
VC , v@ the variational principle given in Ref. 2 canbe applied directly
3
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to the problems of conical bearings. Since the conical surface is
developable onto a plane, the domain of interest can be regarded as a
plane region occupied by the developed conical surface (Fig. B.2).
The equations of transformation are
P=C3=r/sins
(	 T = 6 sin t	 (B.4)
The equation for a spiral groove on the surface of the cone is trans-
formed to
p 
= 
e (^—*o )tan a	 (B.5)
p0
for the plane region. Here, a is the groove angle and (p o , %) are the
coordinates at which the spiral begins. The length of the spiral is
given by
S =
	 (dp)2 + p 2 (d*) 2 1/2
'o
1
The expression for the film thickness over the land area when
the rotor is eccentrically located in the 'gearing is found to be
hQ = h2
 -- a cos t cos a	 (B.7)
where h2
 is the concentric land clearance, a the eccentricity. Note
that the above equation is derived with the assumption that the axes of
the rotor and the bearing are parallel to each other. Let h o denote the
groove depth. The film thickness over the groove is given by
hg = h  + ho	 (B.8)
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Defining the dimensionless quantities as follows
H= h/ho 	U= 'U/r2 w
T = wt
	
	 p - p/r2
h 2p o
P =	 2
nwr2
q
q = 
r2 
w ho
Eqs. (B.3), (B.7) and (B.8) can be written in dimensionless form as
3
V •	 VP= d • HU+2 dT	 (B.9)
where
HQ = H2 - C cos 8
Hg = 1 + H^	 (B.10)
C	
e cos t	 (B.11)h0
The generating functional (Eq. 3.8) now becomes
4 2
(p {P}=
r2w
	[H
3OP . VP- HU • dP+2PHdA
hoR2
+ 2
	
	 q P ds
	 (B.12)
C2
Note that the rotational speed of the rotor, w, and the viscosity of the
lubricant, Ti, do not appear explicitly in Eq. (B.9). Thus, the result-
ing uondimensional pressure obtained for a particular film geometry is
valid for all values of these parameters.
B-S
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Finite Element Equations
In the following, the formulation of a system of linear alge-
braic equations using the finite element approach will be illustrated.
These equations are derived based on composite quadrilateral elements 	 '•
F'	 &-3	 For the sake of convenience a cartesian coordinates stem wi ll( ig.	 ) .
	
	 y	
be used. This is allowed because Eq. (B.9) and (B.12) are invariant
with respect to coordinate transformation. It should be noted, however,
that the velocity component ux and uy are given by
ux -- vP cos - v sin
u = v sin + v cos
Y	 P
Within each triangle of the composite element, the pressure distribution
is assumed to be of the form
p(x,y) = a1 + a 2 x + a 3	 (B.13)
Evaluating Eq. (B.13) at the nodes of triangle No. 1 yields
pl
 = a1 + a 2 x 1 + a3yl
P2 = al + a 2 x 2 + a3y2
P5 = a1 + a2x5 + a3y5	(B.14)
where p l , P 2 and P5 are the unknown nodal coordinates. Coefficients
al , a3 and a3
 can be expressed in terms of the nodal pressures and nodal
coordinates by solving Eq. (B.14). Substituting the resulting expres-
sions for the coefficients into (B.13), the pressure distributiolz within
triangle No. 1 is found to be
Is.4 
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FIG. B-3 QUADRILATERAL ELEMENT
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The first derivative of the pressure distribution within the triangular
element is given by
	
w
at 	 at 	 at 
PD x 	 ax ° ax ' ax
	
P1
at 	 at 	 at 	 P2
P,y	 ay 	 ay ' ay
	
pa
{p}
1
P2
P3
P4
P5
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where
t1]
	 '('2y5-'5y2) + (Y 2-Y5 )x+ (x5--x2)Y)
(t}	 t2 W D [(x5y1-x1y5 ) + (y5-yl )x + (xI-x5)Y]
t3	[(x1Y2-x2y1) + (yl
-y2 )x + (x2-xl)YI
1 x1 y1
D	 x2 Y2
l x3 y3
In a similar manner, expressions for the pressure distributions and their
derivatives in other triangles can be derived.
Let	 Ip
1b
r
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Expressions of pressure and its derivatives for each triangle can be
writtent  as
PM(X,Y)	 felT {P}	 (B•20)
m
X = [Rm] {p}	 (B.21)
pmY
where the superscript "m" denotes element number. The vector {T m} and
matrix [Rm] contain zero at places corresponding to nodes that do not
belong to the element. Thus for element 1
t1
t2
{ T1 }	 0	 (B.22)
0
t3
and
at 	 at 	 at 
1	 ax	 ax ^ ° 9 ° ' ax
	
[R 
1 
=(B.23)
 
at'	 at	
(B.23)
ay 9 
a-	
9 
0	 0$ aY3
Substituting (B.20) and (B.21) into the generating functional, we have
for the quadrilateral
M	 hm/12n	 0
O{p} =
	
[{p IT [Rm ] T	 3	 [Rm]
m=1 3 A	 0	 hm/12n
- hm <UM, Um)[ Rm] + 2 m {Tm} T dA
+ 2qm{Tm}T ds {p}
CZ
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A
(B. 24)
(B. 25)
where M is the total number of triangular elements.
Defining
M	 h3 /12n  0
[K]	
f	
m	
h /12n3 	
[R7]^ dA
1 A	 0 
	
<	
hI	 ^ <U M ^ Uym ) [R7] dA
	
V	 IrrM-- 1 f A m x 
M
^H) = Y 2	
m [Tm}')M7-1 fA (^	 dA
(8. 26) 	
1
M
,Tm,T
2	 q	 ds	 (B.27)
C2
 M
where A is the area of a triangular element; C the portion of the
2
boundary where flow is prescribed. Thus
4){P} T C P }T [K]	 `V + \/,H + /\Q 	 (p}
The first variation of the functional with respect to independent varia-
tions in the nodal pressure, p, yields
5
S4){P}6pi	 0i=l @ pi	 fi l j
44
Since 6p, is an independent variation
UP,
p	
2 [y jp ,
 
CV
 )T + <H)T + <Q>T 0
U
T2[K] {p} <V/\	 <0T <Q )T	 (B.28)
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Eq. (B.2$) is a system of linear algebraic equations for the
unknown nodal pressures of a composite quadrilateral. The same procedure
can be used to derive the system of equations for an assemblage of
quadrilateral elements. In this case, the column vector {pl is expanded
to include all nodal pressures. Thus,
pl
P2
(pl =
m
PN
where N is the total number of nodes in the assemblage. Similarly,
(Tml and [e] are also expanded.
With these definitions Eq. (B.2$) becomes valid for an
assemblage of quadrilaterals. It should be noted that in Eq. (Ba24)
through (B.27) the summation is performed over the total number of
triangles.
Boundary Conditions
Referring to Figure B--2, the boundary conditions are:
® cyclic conditions along sides AB and CD
* P = Pa
 along AD
* 'P = constant along BC
net flow = 0
The first two conditions can be prescribed in the manner out-
lined in [2]. The third condition, however, requires special, attention
since it is not one of the natural boundary conditions associated with
the variational principle.
Since side BC is the only boundary where flow is prescribed,
the generating functional (Eq. B.12) can be written as
B-11
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Q { p }	 0 h-a =
	
13 OP • OP - H U OP + 2HP dA
4 2	 12
r2 R
+ 2P'	 q ds
BC
where P' is the unknown constant pressure along BC. It follows that the
flow boundary condition is satisfied if the last term in the above equa-
tion is set to zero.
The remaining condition of constant pressure can be satisfied
by assigning the same node number to all nodes or;. BC since tnere is a
one-to-one correspondence between the nodes number and the nodal pressure.
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